Change Auditing and Reporting Solution
for MicroSoft Exchange

Microsoft Exchange Server is by a distance, the most popular communication, collaboration and email messaging application today. MS Exchange serves as the hub of all email
communications in most corporate environments that use the Microsoft Active Directory technology. It has become a necessity to have an Exchange reporting tool that will equip an
Exchange administrator with precise, granular, comprehensive and actionable data on all aspects of the MS Exchange Server.

Get instant reports
on mailbox traffic,
permissions, etc.

ExchangeReporter Plus is a ready-to-deploy
reporting and analysis solution
for your Exchange servers.
With this tool you can,

Audit critical changes
to mailbox permissions
or properties

Monitor all aspects
an Exchange email
infrastructure

Get alerts about
critical changes
or events

Track what users
keep in their
mailboxes

Track mailbox logon
or non-owner
mailbox logon

In essence, ExchangeReporter Plus is a tool that will

Help you understand your
Exchange infrastructure better

Provide stats that help
improve Exchange management

Secure the organization’s
email infrastructure

100+ Comprehensive Reports
Reports that throw light on every aspect of Exchange and the exclusive audit feature together make it the most fitting reporting solution
for your organization’s Exchange environment
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Audit Reports
Ever felt the need to keep a keen eye on changes occurring in your Exchange environment? Here is a feature that would let not even a minor change
made to your Exchange environment, escape your attention – Exchange Auditing! Four reports are offered under this category
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Customize Your Reports!

Configure Alerts!

Exchange audit reports are exceedingly customizable.
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